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Chronology 

 

26.9.86 Mr. and Mrs Hedworth purchase Hause Farm and other land in Martindale together 

with the heafed flock of sheep and grazing rights over the common at Martindale. 

 

5.3.87 Mr. and Mrs. Hedworth are noted in the commons register at entry 5 as applicants 

for registration as owners of the right to graze 350 sheep. 

 

  .1.90 All of Mr. Hedworth’s property and assets are transferred to Mrs. Hedworth. 

 

 (Part of Hause Farm is to be mortgaged to UCB later in 1990. To protect its interests 

in the transaction UCB appoints solicitors Dibb Lupton Broomhead and Prior 

(“DLBP”) and valuers, Lamb and Edge (“L and E”) Chartered Surveyors.) 

 

20.11.90 DLBP write to L and E in connection with the proposed mortgage: 

 “so far as the property at Hause Farm is concerned this forms part of a fairly 

complicated unregistered title which includes a number of adjoining fields and other 

premises.  The conveyance dealing specifically with the property known as Hause 

Farm does include a grant of common rights and eight and a half grasses in 

Martindale Forest .  The Borrowers however tell us that the grazing rights and 

additional agricultural land are not intended to be included with the property 

charged to our clients . . . 

 Please therefore confirm that you do not feel that the valuation you provided for this 

property will need to be varied if any ancillary grazing rights are disregarded.” 

 

20.11.90 DLBP write to Hedworth’s (Mr Hedworth’s firm and the solicitors acting for Mr and 

Mrs Hedworth): 

 “We reported to our valuers concerning the extent of the property to be charged as 

identified by the information you have provided to us and are awaiting their 

confirmation that this will provide adequate security for the facility our clients 

propose to provide.” 

 

8.12.90 L and E reply to DLBP: 

 “With regard to Hause Farm, we confirm that our valuation does not need to be 

varied if the ancillary land and grazing rights mentioned in your report are to be 

disregarded.  Our Report relates only to the land and building shown on the plan 

annexed to the valuation.” 



 

 

 

17.12.90 DLBP write to UCB enclosing their Certificate of Title in respect of Hause Farm: 

 “ In his report your valuer had stated that the borrower enjoyed grazing rights over 

land within the vicinity of the property . . . 

 I have not sought to include these in your charge as the Borrower wished these to 

be omitted from your security and your valuer confirmed that the valuation they 

provided in respect of this property was based purely on the value of the land and 

buildings shown on the plan annexed to their report . . .:” 

 

20.12.90 The Hedworths and UCB execute a standard form legal charge which states: 

 “The Borrower as beneficial owner HEREBY CHARGES by way of legal mortgage the 

property specified or described in Part 2 of the Schedule hereto together with all 

buildings and fixtures thereon . . .” 

 

 Part 2 of the Schedule states : 

 “ALL THAT freehold land known as Hause Farm Martindale in the County of Cumbria 

shown for the purpose of identification edged red on the plan annexed hereto and 

forming part of the property comprised and more particularly described in a 

Conveyance dated 26 September 1986 made between J G R Harding and D 

Barraclough (1) The Borrower (2)” 

 

1.12.93 Mrs. Hedworth lets the land at Martindale including Hause Farm, the heafed flock 

and the grazing rights to Robert Cookson under an Agricultural Tenancy Agreement 

for the term 1.12.93 to 30.11.98. 

 

1.12.98 Mrs. Hedworth continues the letting of the said land, flock and grazing rights to 

Robert Cookson under an FBT for the term 1.12.98 to 31.10.06. 

 

4.12.03 Court of Appeal (1) declare that even if UCB were to be found not to have a legal 

charge it would nonetheless be entitled to an equitable charge on Hause Farm and 

(2) create and vest in UCB a 3,000 year term of Hause Farm. 

 

23/24.11.04 UCB assigns its rights under the charge to Fairbank Holdings. 

 

1.11.06 Fairbank Holdings grants a grazing licence to Robert Cookson in respect of the land 

at Hause Farm, but not the common grazing rights, for the period 1.11.06 to 31.8.07. 

 



 

 

7.12.06 Fairbank Holdings takes possession of the land at Hause Farm pursuant to the legal 

charge. 

 

21.3.07 Mrs. Hedworth signs and sends a letter, prepared by her agent, to Robert Cookson 

for him to forward to the RPA.  The letter confirms that the full right at entry 5 in the 

register to graze 350 sheep is included in his FBT from her. 

 

7.6.07 Fairbank Holdings exercise the power of sale in the legal charge.  The purchasers, 

Messrs McQuinn and Sullivan, do not apply for amendment of entry 5 in the register 

nor do they seek to exercise the grazing rights. 

 

15.6.07 Mrs. Hedworth applies by letter to Cumbria County Council (“CCC”) to have entry 5 

amended by the deletion of : 

 

(i) Mr. Hedworth as a joint owner; and 

(ii) That part of Hause Farm which was the subject of the 20.12.90 legal charge 

and the  4.12.03 order of the Court of Appeal, from the particulars of the 

land to which the right is stated to be attached. 

 

17.7.07 Mrs. Hedworth enters into an FBT with Mr Cookson, for the term 1.11.06 until 

31.10.16,  in respect of the land in Martindale ( save for the said part of Hause 

Farm), the heafed flock and the full grazing rights at entry 5.  Under the terms of the 

FBT, Mr. Cookson is unable to enter into any HLS scheme and Mrs. Hedworth 

reserves the exclusive right to enter into any HLS scheme and to receive all annual or 

grant payments in respect of such scheme. 

 At the termination of the FBT, Mr. Cookson is to transfer all Entitlements to Mrs. 

Hedworth or her nominee at a consideration of £1 (if demanded). 

 

2.8.07 In connection with her said application, Mrs. Hedworth supplies CCC with requested 

copy documents which include the UCB Legal Charge and contemporaneous 

correspondence. 

 

5.2.10 Mr. and Mrs. Rowley purchase Hause Farm. 

 

18.2.10 Following an extensive exchange of correspondence between Mrs. Hedworth and 

CCC’s  Head of Legal Services, Senior Solicitor and Solicitor, CCC’s Commons 

Registration Officer requests Mrs. Hedworth to complete and submit an application 



 

 

on CR Form 19, with statutory declaration in support, for amendment of the 

register. 

 

27.2.10 Mrs. Hedworth returns CR Form 19 completed, exhibiting documents which include 

the UCB Legal Charge and contemporaneous correspondence. 

 

2 and 13 10.10 Mrs. Hedworth requests the Commons Registration Officer to advise her of the 

outcome of her application. 

 

15.10.10 The Commons Registration Officer replies: 

 “. . . due to the nature of the documents submitted in support of these applications it 

has been necessary  to request legal advice to interpret the various documents.  I 

hope to be in a position to inform you further on this matter next week.  I apologise 

for the unduly long delay involved.” 

 (Mrs. Hedworth received no further communication from CCC about the processing 

of her application.) 

 

1.2.11 CCC send the Rowleys ’agent a requested copy extract of the register containing 

entry 5. 

 

17.5.11 The Rowleys enter into an FBT from year to year with Mr. Cookson in respect of “ 

Land situated at Hause Farm and grazing rights in Matindale East.” 

 The rights are neither identified  nor quantified and information as to “The Tenant’s 

Entitlements” is not completed. 

 

    .9.11 The RPA from whom Mr. Cookson is claiming payment under BPS Entitlements in 

respect of his exercise of the right of common at entry 5, requests him to provide 

evidence to confirm that he has the lawful use of the right .  In response Mr. 

Cookson, with professional assistance, provides the RPA with a copy of his FBT from 

Mrs. Hedworth dated 17.7.07 and a letter from her dated 14.9.11 confirming that 

the right of common at entry 5 is let to him by her under that FBT. 

 

9.16 Mrs. Hedworth agrees to Mr. Cookson’s request that his FBT with her be extended 

for 12 months until 31.10.17. 

 



 

 

9.5.17 Following the surrender of his FBT with the Rowleys, and with Mrs. Hedworth 

unaware, Mr. Cookson sells to the Rowleys the BPS Entitlements referable to that 

part of the right at entry 5 which is the subject of the present applications. 

 

23.8.17 The Rowleys apply to CCC to register their entitlement to the portion of the right of  

common at entry 5 which historically had gone with Hause Farm. 

 

11.9.17 CCC amends the register without notice to Mrs. Hedworth to show the Rowleys as 

entitled to graze 135 sheep comprised in the right at entry 5. 

 

18.10.17 Mr. Cookson’s agent informs Mrs. Hedworth’s agent: 

 “135 rights for sheep” are attached to the Hause Farm land owned by the Rowleys 

and “the commons register is currently being updated”  to record their ownership of 

those rights on the basis that Hause Farm “was sold after 2005 when rights could not 

be detached from the land” 

 

Late 2017 Andrew Entwistle of George F White, Mrs. Hedworth’s agent, informs Jason 

Weatherill Commons Officer, CCC, that despite Mrs. Hedworth’s outstanding 

applications to amend entry 5 in the register, CCC had amended that entry without 

notice to her to show the Rowleys as entitled to graze 135 sheep comprised in that 

right.  Mr Entwistle seeks Mr. Weatherill’s advice as to how the situation should be 

addressed.  Mr. Entwistle  agrees to provide a written account of the matter. 

 

19.3.18 Mr. Entwistle  provides the written account to Mr. Weatherill. 

 

20.3.18 Mr. Weatherill replies: 

 “ . . . it would seem that the actual severance would not have taken place until the 

form and rights became separated as a result of the order of possession. 

. . . . 

Should you wish to pursue your client’s claim I would advise submitting a CA 14 

application for historic severance of a right of common . . . . .  

The charge in 1990 will presumably act as the  instrument and so the wording 

included could be pivotal to the application as a whole. 

I would however say that even in the absence of contemporary evidence, if the 

application shows that the right was subsequently treated as severed, and there is 

no other explanation for that treatment then the rights must have been severed at 

that time.  RPA payments are usually a good starting point for such non 

contemporary evidence should you feel the need to supply it.” 



 

 

 

4.5.18 Pursuant to Mr. Weatherill’s advice, Mrs. Hedworth makes an application to CCC to 

amend the register to record an historic event. 

 

23.5.18 CCC publishes Notice of the application and invites representations.  

 

25.5.18 In representations Christopher Lasper states: 

 “. . . . I do not believe that an application can be made under Schedule 3 for the 

purpose of reversing a previous decision of your Authority; moreover, neither the 

2017 declaration nor your Authority’s decision to make entry 31 appear to be a 

“qualifying event” within that Schedule. So, the present application ought to be 

under paragraph (2)(b) of section 19 of the 2006 Act …….” 

 

29.8.18 By letter to Mr. Weatherill, Mrs. Hedworth sets out the background to, and queries 

the need for and appropriateness of, the CA 14 application. In conclusion, she 

states: 

 

 “Accordingly pursuant to S.19 (4)(a) Commons Acts 2006 I request that the 

registration authority on its own initiative amend the register by deleting entry 31, or 

alternatively I apply pursuant to S. 19(4)(b) that it do so.” 

 

 Mr. Weatherill does not reply. 

 

27.3.19 In representations made in  response to an invitation from the registration 

authority, Mr. Cookson states that it was his “assumption” that he was paying the 

Rowleys for the rights “attributable to [the land at Hause Farm] ” and the reason 

why he had submitted his FBT and letter from Mrs. Hedworth to the RPA as 

evidence to support his BPS claim was that it “confirmed what the RPA needed to 

know and married up with the Commons Register which at the time I understood to 

be incorrect . . . “ 
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Dear Mr Barron  
 
CA14 – Application to amend the register to record an historic event 
CL3 Eastern Martindale Common, Entry 5 (now 31) 
Applicant: Mrs Gillian Margaret Hedworth (“the Applicant”) 
 
I write to provide you with an update with regards to the above application. I will start by giving a 
brief factual background to the case. I will keep it relatively brief as it is likely that the reader will 
already be familiar with the wider details surrounding the application.  
 
Background 
 
The application, received on 4th May 2018, was made under Schedule 3 to the Commons Act 2006 
(“the 2006 Act”) and seeks to amend the register to record an historic event not registered under 
the Commons Registration Act 1965 (“the 1965 Act”), the historic event being a severance of a 
right of common to graze sheep on the register unit. This application will be referred to as 
“Application CA14/52”. 
 
The Applicant had previously submitted an application under section 13 of the 1965 Act, on an 
application received on 1st March 2010 (“the CR19 Application”), and that CR19 Application 
remains undetermined.  
 
The applications made concern a right of common to graze 350 sheep which was originally 
recorded as attached to 17 fields (“the dominant tenement”) at entry 5 of register unit CL3 Eastern 
Martindale Common. Charles and Christine Rowley (“the Rowleys”) purchased 6 of the 17 fields 
(“the Land”) in a transaction that was recorded with the Land Registry in February 2010, and they 
subsequently applied to register their entitlement to exercise the portion of the right of common 
attached to the Land in August 2017. This entitlement was recorded at entry 31 of register unit 
CL3. 
 
Entry 31 was created on the basis that the entirety of the right of common was still attached to the 
Land. The Applicant seeks severance of the right of common from the Land, on the basis that a 
legal charge dated 20th December 1990 (“the Charge”), which was placed over part of Hause 
Farm, excluded any right of common. The Applicant’s position is that the Charge excluded any 



rights of common, and therefore when the ownership of the Land was transferred to the lender, the 
associated right of common was not. 
 
 
I will now turn to some preliminary procedural points. 
 
Cumbria County Council’s duty to determine the CR19 Application 
 
Our interpretation of the statutory provisions is that the CR19 Application is still capable of being 
determined and that Cumbria County Council (“the Council”) remains subject to a duty to 
determine it notwithstanding the coming into force of the 2006 Act.  
 
Article 5(3) of The Commons Act 2006 (Commencement No. 7, Transitional and Savings 
Provisions) (England) Order 2014 provides that “the commons registration authority shall continue 
to deal with the application on and after 15th December 2014 as if section 13(c) of the 1965 Act 
had not been repealed.” This duty applies to the Council in this case in respect of the CR19 
Application and, therefore, the CR19 Application should still be determined. 
 
The processing of the two distinct applications which centre upon the same issue  
 
Applications CR19 and CA14/52 revolve around the same initial issue, the effect of the Charge by 
which land at Hause Farm was charged to UCB Bank plc (“UCB”) by Mrs Hedworth (and her 
husband). More specifically, both applications contend that the right of common was not included 
in the Charge and thereby ceased to attach to the charged land so that, in other words, the right of 
common was severed. 
 
Our view is that the Council must be pragmatic about this situation and that we must consider all 
material received across both applications before reaching an overall conclusion and then, having 
done so, issue a decision on each application at that stage. 
 
It is acknowledged that the claimed date of severance differs between the two applications, as 
Application CA14/52 postpones the date of severance to a consequential outcome of the Charge, 
whilst the CR19 Application lists the date of the Charge itself. Nevertheless it is the Officer’s view 
that it would be a mistake to treat each application as separate and distinct in the sense of only 
looking at the material received for each application in isolation. 
 
Should matters proceed by way of a correction to the register under section 19 of the 2006 Act? 
 
Mr Christopher Lasper, as part of his objection against Application CA14/52, raised the point that 
matters should proceed by way of a correction to the register under section 19 of the 2006 Act. 
The basis for Mr Lasper’s assertions is that entry 31 had effectively recorded an apportionment of 
the right of common (to the extent that the Rowleys could exercise the right in respect of 135 
sheep attached to the land subject to the Charge) whereas this was not an outcome that was 
possible under the common law as that did not countenance an apportionment of rights of 
common appurtenant to a holding in that such rights were appurtenant to the holding as a whole 
and not to any part or parts thereof.  
 
One of the Mr Lasper’s central points stated in his initial objection is that “the common law could 
never have implied, upon the division of a dominant tenement, any apportionment of the 
appurtenant right of common”, including in the typical case where the rights were limited by 



levancy and couchancy. Officers do not believe this to be a correct statement of the law. 
Paragraph 3.127 of Gadsden on Commons and Greens (second edition) states that “it has been 
clearly established since Wyat Wyld’s Case that, where a dominant tenement with appendant, or 
appurtenant levant and couchant rights is divided (whether on alienation in fee or on demise), each 
divided portion will continue to enjoy rights based on levancy and couchancy apportioned rateably 
to the separate parts.” The same paragraph goes on to say that the position is not so clear in the 
case where rights are for a fixed number of animals and expresses some doubt about what was 
said by Buckley J on the topic in White v Taylor (No. 2) in a judgement which proceeded on the 
basis that apportionment of fixed rights was possible. In any case Officers do not see anything 
which provides a sufficient basis to alter its settled position on the point  
 
The Applicant has in the past also asked the Council to proceed, on its own initiative, by way of 
powers under section 19 of the 2006 Act. This was on a different basis to that put forward by Mr 
Lasper and was based upon the contention that, as a matter of procedure, the Council was wrong 
to make entry 31 on the application of the Rowleys (CA15/72) when her CR19 Application was still 
outstanding.  
 
Officers’ opinion has been and remains that there would be little point in proceeding in that manner 
until the underlying substantive question requiring resolution – whether severance has occurred – 
has been determined. The Officers’ position is that should severance be established then at that 
stage the Council would exercise its powers under regulation 43(6) of the 2014 Regulations to 
cancel the declaration at entry 31. If severance was not established then the Council intends to 
leave the declaration at entry 31 as it stands.  
 
Overall, Officers see no reason to switch the procedural track to that of register correction. 
 
 
I now turn to the principal matters concerning the claimed severance of a right of common to graze 
sheep on the register unit. 
 
The effect of Section 62 of the Law of Property Act 1925 (“LPA 1925”) in relation to  
the Charge 
 
It is agreed by those representing Mrs Hedworth and those representing the Rowleys that section 
62 is capable of applying to the Charge as it is a “conveyance” within the meaning of section 205 
LPA 1925, and that the right of common referred to in previous conveyances of the land is a profit 
a prendre “appertaining to or reputed to appertain to” the land conveyed. However, this is where 
the consensus ends. 
 
The Council must determine if the Charge was effective to convey the grazing rights attached to 
the Land itself, or whether (as contended by the Applicant) the Charge should be interpreted as 
excluding those rights. 
 
The Charge itself does not mention the grazing rights. The Council’s position thus far has been 
that section 62 applies “only if and as far as a contrary intention is not expressed in the 
conveyance…”, and as the Charge itself is silent on the subject of grazing rights, they would be 
deemed to be included within the Charge. 
 
Against that, the Applicant contends that Lord Hoffman’s well-known principles of contractual 
interpretation set out in Investors Compensation Scheme Ltd v West Bromwich Building 



Society [1997] UKHL 28 apply so that the Charge should be construed having regard to what a 
reasonable person having all the background knowledge available to the parties would have 
understood.  
 
Correspondence between the solicitors and surveyors acting for UCB, made prior to the execution 
of the Charge, does provide hearsay evidence that the intention of Mr and Mrs Hedworth was that 
the grazing rights should not be included within the Charge, and also that UCB’s valuer had valued 
the security without reference to the grazing rights. The Applicant claims that this demonstrates a 
common understanding of both the Hedworths and of UCB in relation to the grazing rights being 
excluded from the charge, and that this forms part of the “factual matrix”, which according to Lord 
Hoffman’s principles of contractual interpretation, should be taken into account when interpreting 
the Charge. 
 
After evaluating all evidence Officers consider that the correspondence upon which the Applicant 
places her reliance is not likely to assist them for two main reasons.  
 
Firstly, Officers believe that the correspondence upon which the Applicant relies as part of their 
factual matrix, does not demonstrate a clear understanding or agreement between the parties that 
the grazing rights were not to pass under the Charge, given the absence of any correspondence 
from the Hedworths’ solicitors setting out their clients’ position in relation to the grazing rights, the 
absence of any evidence regarding the instructions provided to the valuers by UCB, and the 
absence of any correspondence from a representative of UCB setting out the bank’s position in 
relation to the grazing rights. As such they are merely indirect evidence of the parties’ subjective 
intentions during the period leading up to the execution of the Charge and should not be taken into 
account in interpreting the Charge because they are unhelpful, as identified by Lord Wilberforce in 
Prenn v Simmonds [1971] 1 W.L.R 1381. 
 
Secondly, even if a judge were to find that the correspondence prior to the Charge does go to 
demonstrate an understanding or agreement in relation to exclusion of the grazing rights, Officers 
consider that, if the relevant authorities were drawn to his attention, he would be likely to conclude 
that the rights claimed were not time-limited (in the sense of the Birmingham Dudley and District 
Dudley Banking Co v Ross (1888) 28 Ch D 295 case), so that section 62(2) would apply to 
convey them. The fact that the parties had reached such an agreement shortly before the Charge 
was executed would not affect the question of whether the rights were, per se, capable of being 
enjoyed in the future. In circumstances where there is no contrary intention expressed in the 
Charge itself, an agreement excluding the grazing rights concluded prior to the execution of the 
Charge would not operate to rebut the section 62(2) presumption. 
 
Officers are unaware of any reported case concerning section 62 LPA 1925 in which a court has 
found that an easement or profit a prendre did not pass under a conveyance in accordance with 
the general words, on the basis that an agreement or understanding evidenced in correspondence 
prior to the conveyance precluded the operation of section 62(1) or (2), or demonstrated a 
“contrary intention” for the purposes of section 62(4). 
 
It is therefore the Officers’ position that the right of common did pass under the Charge. 
 
 
 
 
 



The subsequent treatment of the common right 
  
The Council, in our letter to Mrs Hedworth of 21st August 2018, first raised the issue of the 
subsequent treatment of the rights as a potential alternative way in which severance could have 
occurred. This was a view partially based upon paragraph 19(3)(b)(ii) of Schedule 4 to the 2014 
Regulations. Paragraph 19(3) provides that: 
 
“(3) The application must include or be accompanied by—  

(a) the written instrument (if any) which the applicant claims has effected the severance of the right 
of common; and 

(b) if there is no such instrument, or if that instrument does not express an unambiguous common 
intention by the parties to it that the right of common should be severed— 

(i) other documentary evidence, contemporaneous to the time at which the applicant claims that 
the right of common was severed, of a common intention by the transferor and transferee of the 
right of common that it was to be severed; or 

(ii) evidence that the right of common has subsequently been treated as severed.” 

 
This position is further expanded upon in paragraph 8.5.10 of DEFRA’s December 2014 
publication “Part 1 of the Commons Act 2006: Guidance to commons registration authorities and 
the Planning Inspectorate” (“the DEFRA Guidance”) which states that “a right of common may 
nevertheless be treated as having been severed, even in the absence of contemporary written 
evidence, if the application shows that the right was subsequently treated as severed, and there is 
no other explanation for that treatment but that the right must have been severed at that time.” 
 
Whilst undertaking a thorough review of all material received, Officers put the DEFRA Guidance 
and the provisions set out in the 2014 Regulations into its overall statutory context, the starting 
point for which is the 2006 Act. 
 
Application CA14/52 is an application made on the basis of an historic event. The statutory 
framework for such applications is found in Schedule 3 to the 2006 Act. Paragraph 2(1) of 
Schedule 3 provides that “regulations may make provision for commons registration authorities, 
during a period specified in the regulations (‘the transitional period’), to amend their registers of 
common land and town or village greens in consequence of qualifying events which were not 
registered under the 1965 Act.” It is therefore necessarily implicit in paragraph 2(1) that a 
qualifying event, or a consequence thereof, must have been capable of giving rise to an 
amendment of the register under the 1965 Act. If something was not possible under the 1965 Act, 
then it will not be possible under Schedule 3 to the 2006 Act. That schedule cannot, and does not, 
enlarge the events, or the consequences thereof, capable of giving rise to an amendment of the 
register from the position as it stood at the time of the 1965 Act. 
 
The relevant qualifying event for the purposes of this application is found in paragraph 2(2)(b) of 
Schedule 3 to the 2006 Act which refers to: 
 
“any relevant disposition in relation to a right of common registered under the 1965 Act …, where 
occurring at any time- 
 

(i) after the date of the registration of the right under that Act; and 

(ii) before the commencement of this paragraph”. 



In this case the right of common was registered on 8th October 1968 and Schedule 3 to the 2006 
Act came into force in Cumbria on 15th December 2014. It would appear that any severance of the 
right of common could, as a relevant disposition, amount to a qualifying event if it occurred before 
15th December 2014. However, section 9 of the 2006 Act prevents any severance after 28th June 
2005. Nothing that occurred after 28th June 2005 could provide any other independent basis for 
severance after that date, and to that extent it is irrelevant. 
 
It could be argued that events after 28th June 2005 could cast light on whether there had been a 
severance prior to that date, but (a) that is not now what is claimed on behalf of Mrs Hedworth 
because the severance is now said (in Tait Farrier Graham’s letter of 29th April 2019) to have 
occurred on 7th June 2007 under the exception recognised in section 9(6) of the 2006 Act and (b) 
events prior to 28th June 2005 take matters back to consideration of the effect of the Charge in any 
event. 
 
Turning now to Regulation 41(3) of the 2014 Regulations, which provides that: 
 
“a right of common attached to land is not to be treated as having been severed from that land in 
consequence of a qualifying event, unless the determining authority is satisfied that the severance 
was lawful and— 
(a) there is documentary evidence showing that the parties to the transaction or disposition which 
is a qualifying event intended the transaction or disposition to have the effect of severing the right 
of common; or 

(b) there is evidence that the right of common has been treated since the qualifying event as 
having been severed.” 
 
For the purposes of this application the qualifying event which is referred to in that regulation is a 
severance. It then follows from section 9(2) of the 2006 Act that this severance must (the 
exception given in 9(6) apart), have taken place before 28th June 2005. Regulation 41(3) does not 
have the effect of enlarging the time at which severance can have occurred beyond 28th June 
2005. In light of this the subsequent treatment of the rights is not a means of establishing 
severance which must be established to have lawfully occurred beforehand. It is simply an 
additional statutory requirement before the determining authority can treat severance as such. This 
position is supported by both Mr Lasper in his email to Council of 23rd September 2018, and the 
example given in paragraph 8.5.9 of the DEFRA Guidance. 
 
After analysis the Officers’ position is that neither paragraph 8.5.10 of the DEFRA Guidance or 
paragraph 19(3)(b)(ii) of Schedule 4 to the 2014 Regulations affect the present case. The notion of 
subsequent treatment would be engaged where there is an absence of an instrument or any 
contemporaneous documentary evidence. That is not the present case, where we have a copy of 
the instrument itself (the Charge), and documentary evidence contemporaneous with it. 
 
Furthermore, if the subsequent treatment of the rights were relevant, it would not impact on 
matters in any event. If the rights passed under the Charge as a matter of law (as for the reasons 
outlined above Officers believe they did) then they would not have been severed at that point or, 
so it must follow, upon the sale of the charged land. The rights would have passed under the 
Charge and then with the charged land on its sale. After this analysis Officers can therefore not 
see how the subsequent treatment of the rights could alter the legal effects of what had occurred 
at those points in time and turn what was not a severance into one. 
 
 



Conclusions 
 
The Officers’ position is that the common rights were not severed through the operation of the 
Charge and the eventual sale of the charged land. After thorough review nothing in the notion of 
subsequent treatment of rights would alter that conclusion based upon the facts of the present 
case. 
 
As the Charge, in the Officers’ opinion, included the rights of common, then it does not seem that 
any intention of the parties which there may have been prior thereto to exclude the rights could 
have amounted to a severance. The instrument to which they chose to put their transaction into 
effect (the Charge) did not realise the intention of severance. Moreover, no case has been made 
by the Applicant or her advisers that a severance took place outside the Charge on the basis of 
prior intention. The Applicant’s case is that the Charge is the operative document which leads in 
due course to severance although (on their case) the Charge is to be construed by reference to 
prior intention. 
 
Accordingly the Officers’ conclusion and recommendation is that both Application CA14/52 and the 
CR19 Application should be refused. 
 
 
Next steps 
 
Under regulation 27(7) of the 2014 Regulations the Applicant will be offered a chance to make oral 
representations before the matter proceeds to Cumbria County Council’s Development, Control 
and Regulation Committee who will make the final determination. Please note that this would not 
be an occasion for the presentation of further evidence, but to make representations regarding the 
Officers’ views set out in this letter. Details of this offer will be set out in a separate letter to the 
Applicant which will accompany this letter. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Jason Weatherill 
Commons Officer 


